Adobe Connect Chat:  CCT Review Plenary Meeting #10 on 18 May 2016 @ 13:00 UTC

Brenda Brewer: Good day all and welcome to the CCT Review Plenary Meeting #10 on 18 May 2016 @ 13:00 UTC! Please note today's meeting will be recorded.

Carlos Raul: Good morning!

Brenda Brewer: As a reminder, please mute your phone by depressing *6 and to unmute, *6 again.

Margie Milam: Good Morning!

Alice Jansen: Hi all - as a reminder - docs/slides that are discussed on today's call are available on your wiki at --> https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/CCT+Meeting+%23+10+-+18+May+2016

Megan Richards: that's a big step Laureen :-)

Waudo Siganga: Hi all. Sorry Im jing late

Alice Jansen: @ Waudo - thanks for joining!

Alice Jansen: You now have scroll control

Brenda Brewer: Waudo and Gao, your mics are enabled now!

Gaongalelwe 2: hello and thanks Brenda

Waudo Siganga: problem connecting mic

Waudo Siganga: ok Ill type as others go on

Waudo Siganga: Qsn: so far it looks like its only he ASP Directory that is the metric for success of both the ASP and outreach program; how useful is this given that we may not know the "busines quality "of those who have registered there

Brian Aitchison: Would be a great question for a survey!

Waudo Siganga: Qsn 2: Who was invited to the "live events"? I ask this because my experience with ICANN event sin Africa is that business leaders are usually not invited and do not attend. It is usually the "usual ICANN" people who are often civil society and probably technical people, whereas its the business executives that should be targeted.

Waudo Siganga: What are the weaknesses that were noticed in the ASP and outreach programs that can be improved on?

Brenda Brewer: Please identify your name if your phone number listed end with 3146 or 4500. Thank you kindly!

David Taylor: 4500 is me calling in from a hotel in Miami Brenda

Brenda Brewer: Thank you David!

Waudo Siganga: Thanks or your answers Dennis
Carlos Raul: Watch for ZIKA in Miami David
Megan Richards: ZIKA is a new drink in Miami - only in Puerto Rico is it a disease : -)
David Taylor: Thank you Dennis, that was very helpful. Essentially end to end assistance is needed and early preparation.
Waudo Siganga: Carlos you will be accused of spoiling David's holiday
David Taylor: Not on holiday. : -)
Gaongalelwe 2: Thank you
Gaongalelwe 2: thank you for the presentation Dennis. this is very insightful. awareness of the ASP is key
Megan Richards: thanks and goodbye
Stanley Besen: Following up on Waudo's question, we should get information on the number of registrants in the gTLDs that Dennis discussed.
Alice Jansen: Link to questionnaire -
https://community.icann.org/download/attachments/58727386/ICANN%20Registrants%20QNR%20Wave%202005_15_16%5B4%5D.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1463469513000&api=v2
Eleeza Agopian: https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics
Carlos Raul: Txs Eleeza
Waudo Siganga: Stan will present
Carlos Raul: please keep promoting this internal database
Carlos Raul: tweet it!
Alice Jansen: stan :)
Carlos Raul: pour all the money inot that database
Eleeza Agopian: Carlos: Please don't tweet just yet. We still need to fix that page. : )
Carlos Raul: (: 
Carlos Raul: woops
Waudo Siganga: Thanks Stan
Megan Richards: ditto Stan
Carlos Raul: STan for Chair of the Competition sub team
Alice Jansen: List Stan is referring to https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_3MOtzB-9Ow2-TeFsf19OoBQl1kP6e73kKvDYW3Bk/edit
Brian Aitchison: Friday is the deadline
Waudo Siganga: What is the link to that DNS abuse report?
Waudo Siganga: Ok thanks
Brian Aitchison: indeed Laureen!
Alice Jansen: This is a follow-up to the discussion you had on plenary call #9
Megan Richards: there was a discussion about allowing brands to go forward without a separate "round" - perhaps that is the reference?
Eleeza Agopian: @Megan, I believe the team decided to leave the discussion around brands to the PDP WG.
Megan Richards: @Eleeza - that was the end result yes
Eleeza Agopian: Thanks. My memory is a bit fuzzy.
Waudo Siganga: that a good point; could explain why some applicants dropped out after signing the RA
Waudo Siganga: some of teh Nielsen qns will answer that
Drew Bagley: if it's a bad comment then give Brian credit
Brian Aitchison: haha
Carlos Raul: old
Drew Bagley: Great points Carlos - I think the added costs you and Dennis discussed are important to understand. That's why perhaps knowing whether or not there is demand in the first place that would justify the potential investments of new gTLD applicants in underserved countries.
Waudo Siganga: It would be a mixture of different groups: business, NGOs, etc
Brenda Brewer: Please identify your name if your phone number ends with 3146. Thank you!
Alice Jansen: Yes application & evaluation is on day 2
Eleeza Agopian: And you have one more plenary call before the DC meeting.
Alice Jansen: Slides are already available on wiki - see https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727397
Alice Jansen: Thanks, Carlos :-) - Notes of the coordination call available on your wiki at https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Coordination+with+New+gTLD+Subsequent+Procedures+PDP+WG
David Taylor: ok on mine
Carlos Raul: yes
Margie Milam: yes
Eleaza Agopian: I see it.
Waudo Siganga: I hav eit
Carlos Raul: not blank
Brian Aitchison: i can see mine
Carlos Raul: light grey
Gaongalelwe 2: I don’t see it
Margie Milam: i dont see it either
Carlos Raul: dinner on sundya for the people out of town????
Carlos Raul: o we leave it to chance
Carlos Raul: yes please
Waudo Siganga: do we hav ethe uber arrangement
Megan Richards: minor thing - I will have to leave the DC meeting a bit early as my flight leaves evening of 7 June
Gaongalelwe 2: would be great but I only arrive in Monday morning so you all have fun on my behalf!
Carlos Raul: Megan has to pay a penalty
Carlos Raul: or buy us dirnks on sunday
Brian Aitchison: haha thanks everyone! looking forward to the f2f
Carlos Raul: great job Laureen
Margie Milam: great job laureen
Megan Richards: only if I say "round" :-)
Carlos Raul: (:
Gaongalelwe 2: great job Laureen
Waudo Siganga: great chairing!
Karen Mulberry: Thank you!
Eleaza Agopian: Thanks, Laureen. :)
Megan Richards: off to a GAC meeting now !